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In a recently developed approach toab initio molecular dynamics~ADMP!, we used an extended
Lagrangian to propagate the density matrix in a basis of atom centered Gaussian functions. Results
of trajectory calculations obtained by this method are compared with the Born–Oppenheimer
approach~BO!, in which the density is converged at each step rather than propagated. For NaCl, the
vibrational frequency with ADMP is found to be independent of the fictitious electronic mass and
to be equal to the BO trajectory result. For the photodissociation of formaldehyde, H2CO→H2

1CO, and the three body dissociation of glyoxal, C2H2O2→H212CO, very good agreement is
found between the Born–Oppenheimer trajectories and the extended Lagrangian approach in terms
of the rotational and vibrational energy distributions of the products. A 1.2 ps simulation of the
dynamics of chloride ion in a cluster of 25 water molecules was used as a third test case. The Fourier
transform of the velocity–velocity autocorrelation function showed the expected features in the
vibrational spectrum corresponding to strong hydrogen bonding in the cluster. A redshift of
approximately 200 cm21 was observed in the hydroxyl stretch due to the presence of the chloride
ion. Energy conservation and adiabaticity were maintained very well in all of the test cases.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1514582#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Direct classical trajectory calculations can be group
into two major categories: Born–Oppenheimer~BO! meth-
ods and extended Lagrangian~EL! molecular dynamics.1–7

For the former, each time that information about the poten
energy surface is needed, the electronic structure calcula
is fully converged. In the latter approach, as exemplified
the Car–Parrinello~CP! method,2 the wave function is
propagated along with the classical nuclear degrees of f
dom. This is achieved by using an extended Lagrang
procedure8,9 and by adjusting the relative time scales of t
electronic and nuclear motions. Traditionally, the CP a
proach employs plane-wave basis sets and uses Kohn–S
orbitals ~however, Gaussian orbitals have been found to
useful adjunct10,11!. Recently, we have developed the theo
and code for an extended Lagrangian molecular dynam
trajectory method that employs atom-centered basis fu
tions and density matrix propagation~ADMP!.12,13 This ap-
8690021-9606/2002/117(19)/8694/11/$19.00
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proach is well suited for the dynamics of chemical syste
such as clusters and gas-phase reactions. Because it is
on linear scaling DFT code,14 the calculations will scale as
O~N! for large systems. For condensed phases, our cod
being extended to periodic boundary condition calculatio
that employ atom centered functions.15 For large biological
systems, the current method is also being expanded to
clude QM/MM treatments.16

Some of the specific advantages of the ADMP meth
include~i! the freedom to rigorously treat all electrons in th
system or to use pseudopotentials,~ii ! the capability of using
reasonably large time-steps through the use of a tens
fictitious mass with smaller values for the fictitious ma
~among other things, allows one to retain hydrogen atom
the system and not substitute heavier isotopes!, ~iii ! the lati-
tude to employ a wide variety of accurate and effect
exchange-correlation functionals, including hybrid dens
functionals and kinetic energy functionals,~iv! the ability to
treat charged molecular systems and clusters17 which is ex-
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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pected to be an important advantage in treating QM/M
systems16 ~calculations of molecular clusters are nontrivial
most implementations of the plane-wave Car–Parrine
method because systems are treated as periodic7,18,19!, ~v!
rigorous on-the-fly control of the deviation from the Born
Oppenheimer surface and the mixing of fictitious and r
kinetic energies, and~vi! good computational efficiency du
to the use of fewer basis functions per atom, larger ti
steps, and asymptotic O~N! scaling using establishe
techniques.14

Because the electronic structure is propagated in the
tended Lagrangian approach rather than converged, the
tential energy surface has an implicit error that is prop
tional to the maximum fictitious kinetic energy of th
electronic degrees of freedom. In turn, this kinetic energy
proportional to the fictitious mass. However, for reasona
values of the fictitious mass, the electronic structure os
lates about the converged wave function, and the forces
the nuclei should average to the values obtained from
converged calculations.7 Hence EL dynamics yields result
that are very similar to BO dynamics. A further complicatio
with the EL approach is the possibility of energy flowin
between the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom.
is primarily controlled by choosing the fictitious electron
mass so that the time scale for the electronic structure pr
gation is an order of magnitude faster than the nuclear
tions. Nose´–Hoover chain thermostats20–22 have also been
used in the Kohn–Sham orbital based plane-wave implem
tation of the Car–Parrinello method to control the adiaba
ity.

In the initial tests of our ADMP approach, we examin
a number of individual trajectories and found that the co
dinates and velocities obtained with the ADMP meth
agreed very well with accurate BO trajectories.12 We have
also studied the effect of step-size and fictitious electro
mass on the energy conservation and adiabaticity of
ADMP calculations, and have shown that the deviation of
ADMP trajectory from the BO trajectory is directly propo
tional to the magnitude of the fictitious mass.13 In particular,
we found that with time steps comparable to plane-wave
calculations, we can use a smaller fictitious electronic m
and lighter nuclei~e.g., hydrogen instead of deuterium in th
simulation of water!, and still maintain good energy conse
vation and adiabaticity without resorting to thermostats. T
is a consequence of the fact that the changes in coeffici
are much smaller when electronic distribution is expresse
terms of~local! atom-centered functions rather than~global!
plane waves. Hence, smaller fictitious electronic masses
be used in the present scheme, thereby naturally impro
the adiabaticity and energy conservation of our method.

Our method may be contrasted with other extended
grangian approaches that use Gaussian basis sets. With
generalized valence bond~GVB!23,24 and Hartree–Fock25

framework, Gaussian basis functions have been used in
propagation of the orbital and wave function coefficien
However, the past schemes have had some difficulty w
energy conservation.23 In general, the forces on the nuclei a
calculated as the negative of the derivative of the expecta
value of the Hamiltonian with respect to the nuclear po
Downloaded 30 Oct 2002 to 155.101.19.150. Redistribution subject to A
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tions. These derivatives have contributions from the deri
tive of the Hamiltonian~the Hellmann–Feynman term! and
derivatives of the wave function~for converged wave func-
tions these terms are sometimes referred to as the ‘‘Pu
forces26 in quantum chemistry!,

]E/]R5^Cu]H/]RuC&1^]C/]RuHuC&

1^CuHu]C/]R&. ~1!

In the plane-wave implementation of the Car–Parrinello
proach, the Pulay terms are zero because the basis set
not depend on the nuclear coordinates. However, if the w
function is constructed using a finite number of ato
centered basis functions, the Pulay terms do not vanish.
relatively lower degree of energy conservation found in Re
23–25 may be due to the use of only the Hellman–Feynm
forces.27 In our formulation,12,13 we included the Pulay
forces as well as the Hellman–Feynman forces. We have
included additional terms that arise from the fact that
Hamiltonian matrix~for DFT, Hartree–Fock or any semi
empirical scheme! and the electronic density matrix do no
commute, since the system is not exactly on the Bor
Oppenheimer surface within this extended Lagrang
scheme. As can be seen from Refs. 12 and 13, energy
servation and adiabaticity are well controlled in the pres
method.

Floating Gaussian orbitals have also been used28 in a CP
scheme in which the widths, centers and coefficients are u
as dynamic variables. The structure and dynamics of an
kali metal atom in rare gas clusters were investigated
representing the single valence electron of the metal by a
of 5–9 independently floating Gaussians. However, for g
eral systems involving multiple electrons and undergo
chemical reactions, it may be difficult to knowa priori
which regions may have important density contributions a
fluctuations during the course of a simulation. With ato
centered Gaussian basis functions, the electron density
lows the nuclear framework and there is no ambiguity
representing the electronic structure of molecular system

Theoretical and computational aspects of energy con
vation and adiabatic control in our ADMP scheme were d
cussed in our previous report.13 In a recent paper, Tangne
and Scandolo29 have derived similar expressions for the d
ference between the forces used in CP and BO simulati
Furthermore, they find that for systems with large electro
ion coupling, plane-wave CP calculations have a system
bias proportional to the fictitious electronic mass. The
problems in the CP approach can be overcome by resca
the ion masses and by correcting the forces with a rigid
approximation. In the present approach, we use ato
centered functions to represent the density matrix. The for
calculated for the nuclei already take into account the f
that the functions follow the nuclei~i.e., the Pulay forces, a
discussed earlier!, and the fictitious mass pertains only to th
adjustment of the density around the nuclear position.
illustrated by some of the examples in the present paper,
ADMP scheme has no systematic bias due to the fictiti
electronic mass in computing properties such as vibratio
frequencies.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In the present paper, we have undertaken a more deta
comparison of the dynamical properties obtained w
ADMP and BO trajectory calculations. Specifically, we ha
examined the vibration of an ionic system, have studied
product energy distributions for the photodissociation
formaldehyde and the three-body dissociation of glyox
and have calculated the vibrational spectrum of a cluste
25 water molecules solvating a chloride ion.

II. THE ATOM-CENTERED DENSITY MATRIX
PROPAGATION „ADMP… USING AN EXTENDED
LAGRANGIAN APPROACH

Details of the ADMP method have been described in
earlier papers;12,13only a brief outline is given in this section
Like density matrix search methods for calculating electro
energies,30 the equations for propagation of the density m
trix are simplest in an orthonormal basis~e.g., Löwdin or
Cholesky orthonormalization!. For ADMP the Lagrangian
for the system can be written as

L5 1
2 Tr@VTMV #1 1

2 Tr@$m1/4Wm1/4%2#

2E~R,P!2Tr@L~PP2P!#, ~2!

whereR, V, andM are the nuclear positions, velocities an
masses;P and W are the density matrix and the densi
matrix velocity. The fictitious mass for the electronic degre
of freedom,m, is chosen as a diagonal matrix with larg
values for the core orbitals (mcore

1/2 5mvalence
1/2 @2uFii 12u1/2

11# for Fii ,22, whereFii is the diagonal Fock matrix
element!.11 Constraints on the total number of electrons a
the idempotency of the one particle density matrix enfo
N-representability and are imposed using the Lagrang
multiplier matrix L. The energy is calculated using th
McWeeny purification of the density,31 P̃53 P222 P3. The
Euler–Lagrange equations of motion are

M d2R/dt252]E/]RuP ,
~3!

d2P/dt252m21/2@]E/]PuR1LP1PL2L#m21/2.

These can be integrated using the velocity Ver
algorithm32,33

Pi 115Pi1W iDt2m21/2@]E~Ri ,Pi !/]PuR

1LiPi1PiLi2Li #m21/2Dt2/2,

W i 11/25W i2m21/2@]E~Ri ,Pi !/]PuR1LiPi1PiLi

2Li #m21/2Dt/2

5@Pi 112Pi #/Dt, ~4!

W i 115W i 11/22m21/2@]E~Ri 11 ,Pi 11!/]PuR

1Li 11Pi 111Pi 11Li 112Li 11#m21/2Dt/2.

The Lagrangian multiplier matrices are determined by
iterative scheme12,13so thatPi 11 andW i 11 satisfy the idem-
potency constraint,P25P, and its time derivative,PW
1WP5W. In calculating]E/]RuP one needs to take into
account thatP is not converged and that the transformati
between the nonorthogonal atomic orbital basis and the
thonormal basis depends onR. This leads to a somewha
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more complicated expression than used for gradients of c
verged SCF energies.12 An important factor in the viability of
this approach is that we have been able to obtain the der
tive of the transformation matrix in closed form for bo
Löwdin and Cholesky orthonormalization.12

In the present formalism, the basis functions are ort
normal, but they depend upon the instantaneous nuclear
sitions. Hence, the basis functions may be considered to
‘‘traveling’’ along with the ~classical! nuclear coordinates
This is to be contrasted with standard implementations of
original Car–Parrinello methodology, where the electro
degrees of freedom are represented in terms of the~globally
fixed! plane-wave basis functions. The present framework
basis functions may also be compared with vario
approaches6,34,35 in quantum scattering theory, where qua
tum dynamics is studied using traveling basis sets. The
ference here is the ‘‘traveling’’ nature of our basis functio
arise from a classical propagation of the nuclear positio
using a third-order Trotter factored~classical! Liouville
propagator~i.e., the velocity Verlet integrator!. Travelling,
localized basis functions, such as wavelets, have also fo
great use in the fields of digital signal processing36 and com-
putational fluid dynamics.37

The accuracy of the velocity Verlet method and oth
symplectic integrators for trajectory integration continues
be a topic of investigation~see Refs. 38–40 and referenc
therein!. Conservation of energy has often been used to
sess the quality of classical trajectory calculations. It is w
known that integration by velocity Verlet is accurate to thi
order. Fluctuations in the total energy for velocity Verlet i
tegrations, on the contrary, are larger than the quality of
dynamics would suggest and have been shown to be se
order in time.38–40This has been attributed to the use of lo
order interpolation methods in computing the kine
energy.40 For a harmonic oscillator, Mazur40 has shown that
the fluctuations in the total energy are proportional tov2 Dt2

times the magnitude of the potential~or kinetic! energy. In
ADMP, after equilibration, the nuclear and density degre
of freedom behave adiabatically, i.e., like uncoupled degr
of freedom. The fictitious mass is chosen so that the den
oscillations are an order of magnitude higher than the high
frequency nuclear motions; however, the equilibrated kine
energy of the density is about two orders of magnitude low
than the kinetic energy of the nuclei. Hence, for a giv
stepsize, the error in the conservation of energy for
ADMP and BO methods should be comparable and prop
tional to v2 Dt2 times the magnitude of the potential~or
kinetic! energy of the nuclei, wherev is the fastest nuclea
degree of freedom. Thus, the step sizes and fictitious ma
chosen for the simulations discussed below should yield
isfactory nuclear dynamics. The comparisons with Bor
Oppenheimer dynamics bear this out.

III. EFFECT OF THE FICTITIOUS MASS ON
VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES

In a study using plane-wave CP simulations, Tangn
and Scandolo29 found a systematic bias in the phonon fr
quency of crystalline MgO as the fictitious electronic ma
was varied. Since this system is very ionic, there is stro
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Vibration of diatomic NaCl
computed using the Born–
Oppenheimer approach and with th
ADMP method using different values
for the fictitious electronic mass
(mvalencein amu bohr2!.
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coupling between the electrons and the nuclei. The resul
errors in the CP dynamics can be partially corrected by us
a rigid ion approximation. In this case, the effective mass
a moving ion has contributions from the fictitious mass
the electrons as well as the mass of the nucleus. Thus
effective mass of the ion changes as the fictitious electro
mass is varied. Tangney and Scandolo29 showed that this
problem can be overcome by rescaling the ion masses
value that depends on the fictitious electronic mass and
the degree of coupling between the nucleus and the e
trons.

Since the dependence on the fictitious mass is most
nounced in ionic systems, we have chosen diatomic NaC
a simple example to study whether our ADMP sche
handles these problems correctly. Note that an all elec
calculation on NaCl is a more difficult test of the effect of t
fictitious mass of the electrons, since NaCl is more ionic a
has more core electrons with largem. Figure 1 illustrates the
vibration of NaCl computed with the BO approach and w
our ADMP usingmvalence50.1, 0.2, and 0.4 amu bohr2 ~ca.
182, 364, and 728 a.u., respectively! and a time step of 0.1
fs. Calculations were carried out at the Hartree–Fock leve
theory using the 3-21G all electron basis, with core functio
weighted more heavily than valence functions, as descri
in Sec. II and in more detail in Ref. 13. It is readily appare
from Fig. 1 that the vibrational frequency does not depend
the fictitious mass and that the ADMP results are the sam
the BO trajectory. This is true for the present method ev
for larger fictitious masses and for a more ionic system t
tested in Ref. 29 in the plane-wave CP implementation. T
fact that fundamental properties such as vibrational frequ
cies are independent of the fictitious mass is an impor
advantage of our ADMP scheme for investigating the d
namics of chemical systems.

IV. FORMALDEHYDE PHOTODISSOCIATION

The dynamics of H2CO→H21CO photodissociation
have been extensively studied both experimentally41–51 and
Downloaded 30 Oct 2002 to 155.101.19.150. Redistribution subject to A
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theoretically,52–67 and thus serves as an excellent test ca
After excitation to theS1 state, formaldehyde undergoe
rapid internal conversion, returning to the ground state wit
high degree of vibrational excitation. Photolysis at 29 5
cm21 yields H2 and CO as the only products. Hydrogen mo
ecule is produced rotationally cold but with considerable
brational excitation. Carbon monoxide shows very little v
brational excitation but has a broad rotational ene
distribution with ^J&542. Classical trajectory calculation
with high quality fitted surfaces65,67 and Born–Oppenheime
ab initio molecular dynamics68,69 are able to reproduce th
product vibrational and rotational energy distributions. B
contrast, it has been demonstrated that semiempirical e
tronic structure methods are unable to reproduce the pro
energy distributions.66

Classical trajectories were calculated using the deve
ment version of the Gaussian series of programs70 using the
HF/3-21G and HF/6-31G(d,p) levels of theory. For each
case, 200 trajectories were started from the transition s
and integrated toward products. The reaction coordinate
given 5.1 kcal/mol kinetic energy, corresponding to the d
ference between the photolysis energy and the barrier he
Zero point energy was added to the remaining vibratio
coordinates, and the phase of the vibrational motion w
chosen randomly. The initial total angular momentum w
chosen to be zero. Both the BO and ADMP trajectories fo
given level of theory were started from the same ensembl
initial coordinates and velocities. The BO trajectory resu
employed a Hessian-based predictor–corrector integra
scheme71 with Hessian updating72 and are comparable to pre
vious studies.68,69 A step size of 0.25 amu1/2bohr was used
and the Hessian was updated for five steps before being
calculated analytically. The ADMP trajectories were int
grated with a step size of 0.1 fs and usedmvalence ranging
from 0.025 to 0.40 amu bohr2 for the fictitious mass for the
electronic degrees of freedom.

Figure 2 compares the conservation of energy and a
baticity for various choices of the fictitious mass for o
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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trajectory in the photodissociation of H2CO. The total energy
is conserved to 0.0007, 0.0017, and 0.003 hartree
mvalence50.1, 0.2, and 0.4 amu bohr2, respectively. As dis-
cussed in Sec. II, the dynamics is more accurate than w
the total energy conservation suggests as will be evid
from the product distributions discussed below. Because
trajectories are started with zero kinetic energy for the d
sity, initially there is some transfer of energy from th

FIG. 2. Effect of fictitious mass used in the ADMP trajectories on ene
conservation and adiabaticity for a H2CO photodissociation trajectory: tota
energy~dashed line! and kinetic energy of the density~solid line!, mvalence

5(a) 0.40,~b! 0.20, and~c! 0.10 amu bohr2, Dt50.1 fs.
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nuclear motion to the electronic degrees of freedom. Ho
ever, after this short equilibration time, there is no drift in t
components of the energy, indicating that adiabaticity is
ing maintained satisfactorily. As can be seen from Fig.
these fluctuations in the kinetic energy of the density
roughly proportional to the fictitious mass used for the in
gration. This aspect is consistent with our analytical resul13

which show that the fluctuations are bounded by an amo
proportional to the fictitious mass and that they go to zero
the fictitious mass goes to zero, recovering the Bor
Oppenheimer case. However, obtaining this limit is not pr
tical from a computational point, since the time step s
must also be reduced to ensure accurate integration of
electronic degrees of freedom. Thus the extended Lagran
approach~both CP and ADMP! requires a compromise be
tween accuracy in the calculated potential energy and e
ciency of the trajectory integration. For the very rapid diss
ciation reactions of formaldehyde and glyoxal~see below!,
we choose a maximum fictitious mass ofmvalence

50.10 amu bohr2 ~182 a.u.!. The power of the presen
method lies in using smaller values for the fictitious ma
along with reasonably large time steps. In a subsequent
per, we will examine further the theoretical basis for t
connection between the magnitude of the fictitious mass
deviations from the Born–Oppenheimer surface, gauged
the magnitude of the commutator of the Hamiltonian and
density matrix.73

The calculated and experimental vibrational energy d
tributions are compared in Table I. As noted previously,
degree of vibrational excitation of H2 varies with the level of
theory, and depends on the amount of energy released in
portion of the reaction path where most of the H–H bo
length changes occur.69 For a given level of theory, the
ADMP and BO trajectories produce the same picture: CO
almost all inv50, and H2 largely in v51 but with sizable
populations inv50 andv52. The agreement is quite satis
factory, particularly for the HF/6-31G(d,p) level of theory.
As a further test of the effect of the fictitious mass on t
observables, we variedmvalencefrom 0.025 to 0.1 amu bohr2.

y

TABLE I. Vibrational energy distribution for the H2 and CO products of H2CO photodissociation.

Level

CO H2

v50 v51 v50 v51 v52 v53

BO trajectories
HF/3-21G 92 8 28 37 18 13
HF/6-31G(d,p) 89 11 37 35 20 8
MP2/6-311G(d,p) 87 13 30 34 27 9
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) 93 7 43 34 21 2

ADMP trajectories
HF/CEP-31G 79 21 27 42 25 6
HF/3-21G 92 8 22 37 24 14
HF/6-31G(d,p)a 87 13 36 35 20 9
HF/6-31G(d,p)b 88 12 37 35 20 8
HF/6-31G(d,p)c 88 13 37 35 21 7

Experiment 88 12 24 41 25 9

a0.025 amu bohr2 electron fictitious mass.
b0.05 amu bohr2 electron fictitious mass.
c0.10 amu bohr2 electron fictitious mass.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The changes in the vibrational populations of the produ
are at most61%.

The rotational energy distributions are compared in F
3. All of the levels of theory predict the CO distribution to b
broad with a largêJ& and the H2 distribution to be cold. The
ADMP (mvalence50.025 amu bohr2) and BO trajectories are
in very good agreement for H2 ; the differences are a bi
larger for CO but are within the error bars. The avera
rotational energies are essentially the same@for CO, ^J&
548.5 for BO and 48.2 for ADMP at HF/6-31G(d,p)] but
the distributions are slightly different. This may be the res
of the fluctuations in ADMP energies away from the Born
Oppenheimer surface. Figure 4 shows the effect of incre
ing mvalencefrom 0.025 to 0.050 to 0.10 amu bohr2; the dis-
tributions shift somewhat, but̂J& remains nearly constan
~for CO, ^J&548.2, 47.9, and 47.1, respectively!.

V. THREE-BODY DISSOCIATION OF GLYOXAL

The photofragmentation of glyoxal, C2H2O2, is one of
the best studied examples of a synchronous three-body
mentation~see Ref. 74 for a summary of the experimen
work!. Intersystem crossing from the first excited state,S1 ,
is induced by collisions and the triplet dissociates to H2CO
1CO. However, under collisionless conditions, the lifetim

FIG. 3. Comparison of the rotational energy distributions for the H2 and CO
products of H2CO photodissociation, computed using BO and ADMP t
jectories (mvalence50.025 amu bohr2) with the HF/3-21G and
HF/6-31G(d,p) levels of theory.
Downloaded 30 Oct 2002 to 155.101.19.150. Redistribution subject to A
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of S1 is 1026 s, and about 50% returns to the ground state
internal conversion. The vibrationally excited ground sta
has enough energy to dissociate via three channels

Hepburnet al.75 have measured the branching ratios for t
three channels. Houston and co-workers have determ
that CO is formed almost entirely in the vibrational grou
state but with a broad rotational distribution,76 and have ob-
served that H2 is formed inv51 with J51 – 9.74 Early cal-
culations established the ‘‘triple whammy’’ transition state
a synchronous three-body fragmentation,77–79 and energetic
considerations ruled out that these products could come f
the H2CO1CO channel by secondary fragmentation
H2CO. Recent calculations80,81 have firmly established the
transition states and barrier heights for all three channels,
the activation energies are in agreement with the photofr
mentation branching ratios75 and the thermal unimolecula
decomposition rates.82

Similar to the formaldehyde dissociation discuss
above, ca. 200 trajectories were integrated for each of
levels of theory starting from the optimized transition sta

FIG. 4. Effect of fictitious mass (mvalence,amu bohr2) used in the ADMP
HF/6-31G(d,p) trajectories on the rotational energy distributions for the C
and H2 products of H2CO photodissociation.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the rotational and vibrational energy distributions for the CO and H2 products of glyoxal three body dissociation, computed using
and ADMP trajectories with the HF/3-21G level of theory.
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for three-body fragmentation. To simulate the experimen
photolysis of glyoxal, the initial conditions where chosen
correspond to a microcanonical ensemble with 4 kcal/m
energy above the zero point energy of the transition state
with zero angular momentum. The BO trajectory resu
were reported previously,83 and make use of the Hessia
based predictor–corrector method with updating71,72 de-
scribed in the preceding section. The ADMP trajector
were started with the same initial coordinates and velocit
and used a step size of 0.1 fs with a fictitious massmvalence

50.025 amu bohr2 for the electronic degrees of freedom; th
gives around 231024 hartree for the conservation of th
total energy.

Figure 5 compares the energy distributions for the thr
body dissociation of glyoxal obtained with ADMP and B
trajectory methods. For the vibrational energy distributio
computed at the HF/3-21G level, the agreement between
two methods is excellent. Higher levels of theory lead84 to
lower levels of vibrational excitation more in line wit
experiment.74 The comparison between the ADMP and B
methods is also very good for the rotational energy distri
tions, with the differences being well within the error bar

VI. DYNAMICS OF „H2O…25ClÀ

A cluster containing a chloride ion surrounded by
water molecules has been used as a test case in our pre
work.10,11In the present study, we use this system to comp
the performance of the ADMP method with the BO meth
by first testing the energy conservation in these methods,
then by analyzing the O–H vibrational stretching frequenc
obtained from dynamical simulations using both these me
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ods. The initial performance comparisons were carried
using the PBE85,86 density functional and the 3-21G* basis
set. We have integrated this system for 1.2 ps using
ADMP scheme, with the core functions weighted mo
heavily than valence functions, as described in Sec. II an
more detail in Ref. 13. Trajectories were started from
MM3 optimized geometry. The velocities of the individu
atoms were chosen randomly~to simulate a Boltzmann dis
tribution! such that the total initial nuclear kinetic energ
was 0.1 hartree. The initial density matrix velocity was ch
sen to be zero. The system was allowed to equilibrate for
fs using ADMP, and the result was used as the initial state
further study. This same initial state~i.e., the nuclear coordi-
nates and velocities from the ADMP calculation after equ
bration! was also used for the Born–Oppenheimer dynam
simulations. To facilitate a direct comparison with the ADM
trajectory, the BO trajectory was integrated using the vel
ity Verlet method~the Hessian based integration scheme t
was efficient for smaller systems such as formaldehyde
glyoxal, becomes more expensive than gradient based
gration for larger systems!. In Fig. 6 we present the degree o
energy conservation for various time steps for the B
method. The substantial drift atDt51.5 fs and the wildly
oscillatory nature of theDt51.0 fs BO simulations indicate
that these time steps are too large. A time step between 0
0.75 fs is a safer value for BO dynamics, a choice tha
supported by the large number of water simulations in
literature using parametrized models, that generally use t
steps in the range of 0.5 fs~for example, see Ref. 87!. Larger
time-steps generally exhibit poorer energy conservation s
the velocity Verlet integration scheme has an error tha
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Energy conservation for simulations of Cl2(H2O)25 at the PBE/3-21G* level of theory. ~a! ADMP with Dt50.25 fs and BO withDt
50.25, 0.50 fs,~b! BO with Dt51.00 fs, ~c! BO with Dt51.50 fs, and~d! comparison ofEtotal2Efict andEtotal ~see text for details!.
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proportional toDt3. Figure 6~d! also illustrates the degree o
energy conservation and adiabatic control obtained whe
time step of 0.25 fs is used with the ADMP schem
(mvalence50.1 amu bohr2 or approximately 182 a.u.!. The to-
tal energy conservation for the ADMP scheme is very sim
to that seen in the BO scheme with time step 0.25 fs.
addition we also present the difference between the total
ergy and the fictitious kinetic energy for ADMP (Etotal

2Efict). This quantity has been described in our previo
work12,13and in the CP community4 as the ‘‘real’’ energy. As
is generally expected4 this ‘‘real’’ energy does oscillate abou
the true BO energy@see Fig. 6~d!# when identical initial con-
ditions for nuclear positions and velocities are used. Ho
ever, it is important to note that the quantity (Etotal2Efict), is
not in general the actual energy surface on which the nu
move, since the electronic energy is not the correspond
converged quantity.

One measure of the quality of integration in dynamics
the conservation of the total energy of the system~however,
see Sec. II and Refs. 38–40, for a discussion suggesting
the quality of velocity Verlet dynamics is generally bett
than indicated by the total energy conservation!. In our case,
the energy conservation for ADMP at 0.25 fs is in fact
good as the conservation of energy for BO at 0.25 fs. T
energy conservation for BO at 0.5 fs is somewhat worse t
the corresponding value for ADMP at 0.25 fs, but is s
sufficiently accurate. Figure 6~d! shows that the fluctuation
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in (Etotal2Efict) have an rms deviation of 1.3 kcal/mol~0.002
Hartree!. The average of (Etotal2Efict) is within 0.2 kcal/mol
of the average BO energy at 0.5 fs, and fluctuates about
BO energy by ca. 1.5 kcal/mol. In ADMP, the system is n
actually on the BO surface, but oscillates about this surf
due to the fictitious kinetic energy, and in an average se
has the same properties as would a trajectory converge
the BO surface at every instant. While the oscillatory nat
of the fictitious kinetic energy is not guaranteed in gene
we have discussed in Ref. 13 the conditions under which
oscillatory behavior can be maintained. The fluctuations
(Etotal2Efict) may be reduced further by decreasing the fi
titious mass and the time step. However, the results of
ADMP trajectory at 0.25 fs are already in good agreem
with the BO trajectory. Finally, the oscillations in (Etotal

2Efict) do not reflect the quality of the dynamics, since it
not a conserved quantity but only a part of the full ADM
Hamiltonian.

In the present implementation, ADMP is about 3–
times faster than the BO approach with the same time s
For each step, BO typically requires 8–12 SCF cycles~al-
though many more cycles may be needed for difficult ca
such as transition metal complexes!. The ADMP scheme re-
quires the equivalent of one SCF cycle to evaluate]E/]PuR
and the electronic energy. Both methods evaluate the gr
ents of the energy with respect to the nuclear coordina
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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which requires ca. 3 times as much cpu time as a single S
cycle. Thus, the ADMP approach is 3–4 times faster than
BO method if the step sizes are the same. The earlier dis
sions demonstrate that the step size for BO cannot be
creased by more than a factor of two without significant lo
of accuracy. Thus ADMP maintains its computational adv
tage. Density fitting will accelerate the Fock matrix and g
dient evaluation to a similar extent, leaving the timing ra
unchanged. The Coulomb engine approach88,89has been used
to speed up the Fock matrix calculation within an SCF cyc
a much greater speedup~a factor of 6! can be achieved fo
the gradients.90 Hence, the ADMP approach may be as mu
as 10 times faster than the BO method when the Coulo
engine is used for both Fock matrix and gradient evaluat

The vibrational properties of chloride water cluste
have been well studied both experimentally91–93 and
theoretically.94 Vibrational properties can be obtained fro
molecular dynamics data by Fourier transforms of
velocity–velocity autocorrelation function. We studied the
using the PBE/3-21G* level of theory for both ADMP and
BO dynamics. Because of the relatively short simulat
time ~1.2 ps for the ADMP trajectory and;0.5 ps for BO!,
the Fourier transforms are somewhat noisy, and only
1400–5000 cm21 range has been considered. To reduce
noise, the ADMP trajectory was broken into four parts, a
the transforms averaged; to further control the noise
smooth window function constructed from the diagonal Fo
rier space form of the ‘‘distributed approximating fun

FIG. 7. Fourier transform of the velocity–velocity autocorrelation functi
showing the vibrational structure of the Cl2(H2O)25 cluster computed with
BO and ADMP using the PBE/3-21G* level of theory.
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tional’’ ~DAF!95,96 was applied to the ADMP and BO
velocity–velocity autocorrelation functions before transfo
mation. Some features can be readily distinguished.
PBE/3-21G* results for ADMP and BO are presented in Fi
7. The sharp peak near 1600–1700 cm21 in both spectra
corresponds to theH–O–Hbending mode. The broad featur
in the 2700–3600 cm21 range extends to lower frequencie
than the O–H stretches in the monomer computed at
same level of theory~3304 cm21 and 3448 cm21 at
PBE/3-21G* ). However, it compares well with the stretch o
hydrogen bonded O–H in H2O–Cl2 and water dimer~2945
cm21 and 3080 cm21, respectively, at PBE/3-21G* ) calcu-
lated in the harmonic approximation. Similar redshifts a
broadening of the O–H stretching bands for Cl2 (H2O)n

clusters (n51 – 5) have been observed experimentally.89–91

It has been noted in these experiments that in the presen
an Argon matrix the stretch for Cl2 (H2O)1 occurs at about
3150 cm21, and in the presence of a CCl4 matrix the stretch
occurs at about 3285 cm21, compared to 3657 and 375
cm21 in the water monomer. The redshift is also noted to
comparable for larger clusters and both ADMP and BO st
ies indicate qualitatively similar results.

In Fig. 8 we present the ADMP results from a;1 ps
simulation at the more accurate B3LYP/6-31G* level of
theory. The trajectory was started from the MM3 optimiz
geometry with a total initial nuclear kinetic energy of 0
hartree; the individual atomic velocities being chosen r
domly. The initial density matrix velocity was chosen to b
zero. As in the case of the PBE/3-21G* simulations, to re-
duce noise the total trajectory nuclear velocity–velocity a
tocorrelation function data was split into five parts~of ap-
proximately 200 fs each!and each part separately filtere
before the respective Fourier transforms were averaged.
resultant Fourier transform~i.e., the density of ro-vibrationa
states! is shown in Fig. 8 for the 1000–5000 cm21 frequency
range~the librational modes at frequencies lower that 10
cm21 are not well sampled during short simulations!. Two
O–H stretch peaks at;3400 and 3600 cm21 can easily be
distinguished, showing protons in two different kinds

FIG. 8. Fourier transform of the velocity–velocity autocorrelation functi
showing the vibrational structure of the Cl2(H2O)25 cluster computed with
ADMP using the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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chemical environments. One set of protons is in the vicin
of the chloride ion, and is redshifted due to hydrogen bo
ing with the chloride ion~seen at;3400 cm21 in Fig. 8!.
This redshifted frequency maybe compared to the harmo
vibrational frequency of 3379 cm21 obtained from a separat
B3LYP/6-31G* calculation of H2O–Cl2. The second set o
protons, corresponding to the O–H stretch at 3600 cm21, are
not significantly perturbed by the Cl2 as can be seen from
the similarity of their O–H stretching frequencies to that
bulk-water ~;3700 cm21! and water dimer~3620–3833
cm21 calculated at B3LYP/6-31G* ). ADMP calculations
with larger basis sets are currently underway to study th
redshifts further.97 It is already clear that ADMP is powerfu
and efficient computational tool for studying molecular d
namics in chemical systems.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, we have compared the performa
of two approaches toab initio molecular dynamics: the ex
tended Lagrangian formalism with propagation of the den
matrix using atom centered Gaussian functions~ADMP!, and
the Born–Oppenheimer~BO! method in which the density is
converged at each nuclear configuration instead of be
propagated. Three test cases were considered: photodiss
tion of formaldehyde, three-body fragmentation of glyox
and a cluster of chloride ion with 25 water molecules. In
cases, energy conservation and adiabaticity were mainta
very well, and good agreement was found between the
trajectory methods for dynamical properties such as prod
energy distributions and vibrational structure.

The effect of changing the magnitude of the fictitio
mass on the molecular properties was studied in an io
system. For NaCl monomer, the vibrational period rema
quantitatively the same over a range of values for the fi
tious mass parameter in our ADMP formalism. This is p
ticularly encouraging in light of a rather disturbing observ
tion made in Ref. 29, where the authors find that
vibrational frequencies of ionic systems vary with changes
fictitious mass parameter in the standard plane-wave im
mentation of the Car–Parrinello scheme.

The present implementation of the extended Lagrang
approach is 3–4 times faster than the Born–Oppenhei
method for larger systems. Inclusion of the Coulomb eng
for the gradient of the energy with respect to the nuclei w
improve this ratio substantially.
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